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NR/NR BAYLOR (5-4, 3-3) 35, NR/NR OKLAHOMA STATE (5-4, 2-4) 31
MCLANE STADIUM •  WACO, TEXAS 
NOV. 3, 2018  •  ATTENDANCE: 43,492

SR LB JUSTIN PHILLIPS
On penalties and how to get passed them...
“I think we need to be more disciplined in all parts of the games. Those extended the drives and kept them on the field longer, helping them 
score. We will go back and look at what happened. Right now, we just need to be more disciplined.” 

On how do you practice discipline in practice while trying keep up the aggression...
“You practice hard, you practice tackling the right way, you practice finishing plays the right way and other aspects of the game in that nature.”

On what changed on the last drive...
“I think the last drive we had a missed tackle. The long penalty helped extend the drive. It was just one of those things where we have to make 
the play, get off the play and finish the drive.”

SO WR  DILLON STONER
On the drive where he was taking hits and making catches...
“It’s just a part of the job and I knew when my name was called, I knew I would have step up and make the play.”

On inconsistency on offense...
“It is just part of it. I don’t think there is any one thing that sticks out. We just need to do our job and everything else will fall into place.” 

SO WR TYLAN WALLACE 
On learning opportunities from playing... 
“Really just learning more about the speed of the game and the actual offense and the concept of the plays. I feel that is one thing that I really 
learned.”

On the trick play...
“I was really happy. It was a play that I had been thinking about all week. I knew that I had to make that throw and that I couldn’t mess it up. 
That was a big thing that I am happy that the coaches trusted me with making that play.”

R-SR QB TAYLOR CORNELIUS
On the 4th and 3rd play…
“We were executing so well during that drive and the drive before that we thought that we were better than them, we could get those three 
yards. Obviously hindsight is 20-20 but if we get that, everyone would talk about how great a call that was.”

On the wind strength during the game…
“It shouldn’t affect what we do offensively.”

On discussion with the coaches in the timeout prior to the play…
“They make the play calls and we run them. I’m not second guessing that at all.”

On the scoring lull in the second quarter…
“We marched the ball all the way down there and we just couldn’t finish at the end. We just gotta execute better when we’re in those key 
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situations like that.”

On the scoring drives that worked…
“The O-line played great together. All our backs played good. Obviously the score isn’t what we want, but overall I thought everyone else played 
well. We’d like to have some drives back, put more points on the board, but it is what it is.”

On the biggest playing issue that took away the win…
“Just not putting points on the board when we’re in the red zone, we gotta capitalize on those opportunities and we didn’t do that today.”
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